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As for certain group of people,there is decisive something which they has entirely been

believing that can never be allowed to happen.However such terribly unfavorable
something could really happen in this world.Then once people encountered visualized the

reality, they would have become terribly blanked out to be paralyzed in their ensemble
reaction.

[1]:The Case of Brazil Soccer Team in 2014 W cup games.
In 2014/7/9 in Brazil W cup game,massive global people had seen it. It is a historically

incredible degree of defeating of the Brazil(vs Germany) of 1:7. Why could happen ?.

In author’s view.the team had invisible ,but outrageous burden for never forgiving defeat of

Brazil.Because the winning as usual nation people is such radically passionate and also

the match had cost them £6.5billion,as for which many poor people has been accusing.

Thereby ,they never be forgiven defeat. In such invisible nervous situation,the game was

began and they came time to see first goal of Germany,which was the 1stshocking(11minute)

to increase their conscious or unconscious fear .However it was not so fatal, because 1point

leading never means defeating in soccer game. But the 2nd decisive shock(23minute) had

caused them paralyzed.Thus more 3 goals were scored in 6 minutes.Also note Brazil

team had already been uneasy due to the absence of Neimar and captain Thiago Silva.

In other hand,German team had terribly succeeded in their well organized operations by

wide spread positioning and quick ball connecting to avert intercepting especially in goal

front zone.Note,in 2nd half of the game, Brazilian audience began to applause them. .

-References-
Brazil's six minutes of nightmare 09.07.2014

http://english.pravda.ru/society/stories/09-07-2014/128006-brazil_world_cup_germany-0/

In Brazil, where football, or soccer, is elevated to the rank of religion, such a humiliating

defeat can not be forgiven.

..............................................................

The Germans achieved amazing results already in the first half of the match. Thomas

Mueller opened the score during the 11th minute. Afterwards, the Brazilians experienced the

nightmarish six minutes, during which they missed four goals one after another. On the part

of the German team, the goals were scored by Miroslav Klose (23 minute), Toni Kroos (twice

- during the 24th and 26th minute) and Sami Khedira (29 minute). To make matters worse,

http://english.pravda.ru/society/stories/09-07-2014/128006-brazil_world_cup_germany-0/


all the goals were scored as a result of terrible errors in the center of Brazilian defense,

including the absence of captain Thiago Silva, who missed the semi-final due to suspension.

Brazil 'blanked out', says Luiz Felipe Scolari
http://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/worldcup/brazil-vs-germany-world-cup-2014-re

action-brazil-blanked-out-says-luiz-felipe-scolari-9594842.html

In the aftermath of defeat, Scolari began by asking for forgiveness from the Brazilian people.

He continued by presenting the experience as something which unfolded beyond the control

of him, his players and his staff. “Look, let me explain,” Scolari said. “The first goal was what,

23 minutes? Then one on 25, 26, 28 minutes. No one could change anything. It was one

after the other.“Everyone blanked out. We were trying to talk to the players, to get

reorganised and breathe for a second. But there was nothing we could do. Change one or

two of them? We couldn’t do that when enduring the problem.”

[２]:The Case of massive oil consuming Capitalism with Climate Crisis.
Before 1988 when J.Hansen warned global warming,none could denay glory of modern

capitalism which had been causing unprecedented prosperity of material civilization.

Thanks to the capitalism,most of people had been pleasure in optimism on technical

civilization with massive oil consumption.Though Hansen’s decisive warning,substantially

the world had become neglecting his serious warning.At that time.most of amateur could not

think of coming serious climate reality.About in 2000～2010.they began to recognize climate

change due to increasing of abnormal climate not only in foreign nations(Africa,Australia),

but also in own region. An entrepreneur is expert on future of both prosperity or risks.

In authors opinion, non-scientists who had known climate reality first may be them.

Those may have been deeply disappointed,because the effective countermeasure is

more than 80%CO2 cut toward recovering 350ppm(Hansen)of stable climate.However it is

too evident that capitalism could not survive anymore in such regulating regime. Look
highway with massive car running,and massive factory chimneys emitting massive CO2.

Massive people has been pleasure in massive oil consuming way of life.

This is the decisive cause of desperate toward paralyzing them with massive ensemble
synchronization. 80%CO2 cut is equivalent to denay the massive oil consumption

civilization-itself.

Thus nothing countermeasure had begun toward catastrophic point.Their decisive failure

is nothing consideration on the salvation technology possibility.In fact,those may be

possible to act global salvation plan,which is decisive task also for you.

http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf

http://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/worldcup/brazil-vs-germany-world-cup-2014-reaction-brazil-blanked-out-says-luiz-felipe-scolari-9594842.html
http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf


[３]:Analogy Comparison Table.
Brazil team in defeating risk Capitalism in the Climate Risk

The Past

Glory

5 times winner in W-cup the soccer

No1 nation in the world.

Unprecedented prosperity of material

civilization with mass carbon energy

supporter maniac supporter’s wish

winning is as usual,so defeating is
nothing,but non forgiving!!

maniac invester and consumer’s wish

winning is as usual,so defeating is
nothing,but non forgiving !!

The

decisive

Burden

Never forgiving defeat

In W-cup games with high national

expenditure by many poor peoples

sacrifice

Never forgive defeating

In global capitalism ruling

with massive oil consumption and

consequent fatal climate risk rise

Defeating

Realities

decisive climate change realities

In the world as Climate Disasters due

to massive carbon consumption

Deadly

points

1point leading is not so fatal,

but 2point leading is fatal.

They said “blanked out”

More than 80%CO2cut is fatal for

conserving capitalism regime

They had become “silent out”

Result More 3 goals by nothing defender’s

play due to paralyzing

by desperate in the game

Nothing countermeasure due to

paralyzing by the desperate.

How to

overcome

desperate
!!!

Organized actions in Latin America

Never be pessimistic.In authors

view,not all German seems superior

than Brazilian in individual ability.

Then we should ask own-self what
has been intercepting on ???.

Organized actions in Global

Now global people has been in strong

delusion due to massive synchronous

paralyzing facing outrageous difficulty

At 1st is reality recognition by all

toward emergent global action.

ps: Be happy in all FIFA Families !!!

They had become the first global
citizens who manage and share

equally big sad and big joy.

＝

http://www.777true.net/Please-confir

m-the-fatal-facts-on-the-climate-and-

make-plan-for-global-co-operation-to-

act.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Please-confirm-the-fatal-facts-on-the-climate-and-make-plan-for-global-co-operation-to-act.pdf


[４]:Trust and Bet it !!!!!:
Certainly the problem is outrageously too big,

though coming climate hell is more outrageously too big！!,.

People could do best once they accepted fact !!!.

Trust and Bet it by making emergent global people’s strong solidarity !!!!!

http://www.777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf

❶Comprehensible and Favorable Possibilities(Realizability) !!.

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

PS2:
The soccer game between Brazil and Germany in 9/July/2014 indicated how act invisible
desperate.It is not only problem for Brazil team.but also for all of us.Because now world has

been ruling by invisible desperate, which has been allowing double collapse of finance and

climate.An exact diagnosis is one stept to reform the failure.The main theme is massive
synchronous paralyzing in global ensemble who has been facing unprecedented and

outrageous difficulties of financial debt and climate debt(CO2 in atmosphere).

Certainly outrageous difficulty would freeze person not to act.
Once we noticed the cause of paralyzing(desperate),we could find way for fixing.

Author has been trying to disclose unfavorable facts of own and others nations and the

world. Because a genuine friends would warn unfavorable facts , but pseudo friend would

tell lip service for keeping appearance with each other. It is which that has been damaging
this world.

⑴Non carbon Energy Engineering(wind turbine,solar heater,...)

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

⑵Arctic Cooling Engineering by global co-operation.
⑶Green-nization(forestation) toward increasing Mass Foods Production
⑷Mass Employment as soldier against Climate War

by nation strategy with global governance.

⑸Ever lasting Ramadan Festival(musician,actor,sport player,artist,.....)

http://www.777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

